An indirect in vivo dosimetry system for ocular proton therapy.
Secondary radiation, particularly neutron radiation, is a cause of concern in proton therapy. However, one can take advantage of its presence by using it to retrieve useful information on the primary proton beam. At the Centre Antoine Lacassagne the secondary radiation in the treatment room has been studied in function of the beam modulation. A strong correlation was found between the secondary ambient dose equivalent per proton dose H*(10)/D and proton dose rate D/MU. A large volume ionisation chamber fixed on the wall at 2.5 m from the nozzle was used with an in-house computer interface to retrieve the value of D/MU derived from the measurement of photon H*(10) integrated over treatment time, using the correlation curve. This system enables the verification of D and D/MU to be made independently of the monitoring of the primary beam and represents a first step towards an alternative in vivo dosimetry in proton therapy.